Performance Coaching & Mentoring Skills
August 25, 2022, 9:30 AM – 12:00 PM, via virtual platform
REGISTER at (323) 833-9933 or ken@kenlodi.com, $195/person
According to a Gallup survey, coaching is the #1 driver for employee engagement and productivity. Performance Coaching &
Mentoring provides participants with a communication method for collaborating on individual talents and strengths so they
can be leveraged and applied in the right environments and on the right assignments.
The coaching process is sustained through encouraging the coachee to take initiative, be proactive, and place urgency on tasks that
lead to progress. Coaching isn’t about giving advice, it’s about having a dialogue in a safe space where both parties exchange
perspectives and work to arrive at solutions and priorities that are beneficial to the coachee and the organization, cultivating
respect, cooperation, and constructive communication. We enable teams to work with a common communication tool to listen
and empower individuals and teams to work effectively toward mutually shared goals.
Learn More with this 2-minute Explainer Video: https://vimeo.com/429998043
Topics:
• Dialogue: The art of coaching conversations
• Drive performance, engagement, and capabilities
• Accelerate business outcomes
• Assembling a Coaching Development Plan
• Optimize talent
Presenter: Ken Lodi is an accomplished author, coach and facilitator with over 25 years of experience in the leadership,
training and professional development field. He has facilitated over 3,000 programs, encompassing workshops, interactive
learning experiences and keynotes at organizations large and small, including the Federal Executive Board, LAPD, Disney,
Northrup Grumman, Fidelity Investments, US Army Corps of Engineers. Ken has also worked as a behind the scenes coach
to leaders in business, sports and entertainment. The author of Tapping Potential, Front &Center and The Bamboo Principle,
Ken is passionate about discovering and teaching new ways for people to harness their innate talents and take them to the
next level.
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